Self-Guided Walking Tour of Bologna

Looking down on Bologna’s
medieval city center from Torre
Asinelli.

Author’s Note
This free guide is brought to you by Janna Brancolini, a Fulbright researcher living in
Bologna, Italy, during the 2014-15 academic year. Most of the information was obtained
from official city sources, but some stories were passed down to me informally during my
time in Bologna. The views expressed here are mine alone and do not represent the
Fulbright Program or the U.S. Department of State. All photos were taken by me unless
credited to someone else.
INTRODUCTION
Many travelers know long before they reach Italy that in Rome they will find the vestiges of
an ancient superpower, in Florence the birthplace of the Renaissance, and in Venice a
maritime jewel. But what can they expect of Bologna, and is it even worth their time?
I have visited Bologna several times — first as a student of international law, then as a
tourist, and now as a visiting researcher at the University of Bologna’s law school. I have
found Bologna to be an intellectual powerhouse, a modern city in medieval clothes with so
many layers and textures that I can walk past the same thing every day and notice or think
something new each time. Home to the oldest university in Europe — and the oldest
university in the world still operating — Bologna feels very much like a college town. This
accounts for one of the city’s two main nicknames: Bologna la Dotta, or Bologna the Learned.
Its other nickname is Bologna la Grassa, or Bologna the Fat, in homage to the city’s status as
the food capital of Italy, which in turn is the food capital of Europe. Bologna also has a
vibrant music and arts scene. Daily life is not as dominated by sports as in some Italian cities
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(I’m looking at you, Napoli fans), but with the Ducati and Ferrari plants in close proximity,
there is a huge interest in — or at least respect for — automotives and racing.
I initially began this project because for all its strengths, Bologna does not always do a good
job accommodating English speakers visiting its historical sites. I wanted to provide friends
and family with some English-language translations of the city’s official information plaques,
which in turn led to the creation of an entire walking tour. Bologna can be overwhelming for
the senses, so my goal is to orient you within the city and help you focus on some of the
treasures that might be hiding in plain site. The tour also incudes 5 of the 7 famous “Secrets
of Bologna,” as well as some lesser-known legends.
So fuel up with a cappuccino and a cornetto, and come discover what makes this city great!
WALKING TOUR
A Few Notes on Using this Guide
o The numerals represent places to stop and read the information blurbs provided.
o Boxed text indicates walking directions. In Italy, the ground floor is called “0,” not
“1” like in the U.S. The second story is “1,” the third story is “2,” and so on. In this
guide I remained faithful to the Italian system in case you end up needing to ask for
directions.
o Bold text represents interesting sites or landmarks
o Text in quotation marks represents unofficial translations of the City of Bologna
historical information signs at each site.
o The 7 Secrets of Bologna, of which I have included 5, are indicated by a star and a
different font.
TO BEGIN: If coming by train, walk out of Bologna Centrale’s main entrance and turn
left. Turn right onto the first major street, Via dell’Independenza. Continue for about 15-20
minutes and the street will dead-end at a large piazza; there, just before you enter the
piazza, turn right on Via Ugo Bassi and walk about half a block to reach the starting point
for the tour.

1. Fontana Vecchia (Old Fountain)
I start the tour here at the Fontana Vecchia
(located across the street from Via Ugo
Bassi, 3, near a nice café called Antica Caffé
Scaletto) so you can see the outside of the
old fortress walls and get a sense of the city
as it was during Medieval times: constantly
under siege. The area where Bologna now
sits has been inhabited since about 1,000
B.C.E. The Etruscans created the first urban
center here in 534 B.C.E. and called their
city “Velza” (or “Felsina” in Latin). After
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being conquered by both the Celts and the Gauls at various points, the area became a
Roman colony in 189 B.C.E. called “Bononia.” In 88 B.C.E. Bologna became a municipality,
but the city was severely weakened after the fall of the Roman Empire. It was rebuilt starting
in the 5th Century and played a crucial role as a transportation crossroads of Medieval
Europe. At the time it had an extensive canal system similar to Venice, and was a key site for
trade, banking, and finance. The university, founded in 1088, also drew a large international
population, and continues to educate about 80,000 enrolled students each year.
“The Old Fountain (Fontana Vecchia) was designed in 1563 by the Palermo [Sicily] sculpture
and architect Tommaso Laureti after being commissioned by Pope Pius IV when he was still
Cardinal Legato Carlo Borromeo. His rendering was followed by Vicelegato Pier Donato
Cesi. The fountain was constructed to supply a public place to draw water and prevent the
population from drawing from the Fountain of Neptune.” The plaque suggests the produce
sellers from the nearby Piazza Maggiore market were cleaning their vegetables in the
Fountain of Neptune.
Walk east on Ugo Bassi (in the direction of the large tower) and stop when you reach the
giant Neptune fountain in the main square.

2. Fountain of Neptune (Fontana del Nettuno)
The Fountain of Neptune (Fontana del
Nettuno) was built between 1563 and 1566 by
the Flemish sculptor Giambologna. The figure
of Neptune, god of the sea, was meant to
symbolize the power of the Pope; just as
Neptune ruled the seas, the Pope ruled the
world. At Neptune’s feet are sculptures of four
angels representing the rivers of the four
continents known to Renaissance Europe: the
Ganges, the Nile, the Amazon, and the
Danube. Pope Pius IV also commissioned
Laureti to design this base. If you’re thirsty, get
a drink from the potable water running from
the small fountain beside the Fountain of
Neptune.
Bologna Secret 1: Neptune’s
Manhood. It’s no secret that the
fountain’s figure of Neptune has
assumed a bit of a power stance. According
to legend, while the sculpture was in
progress, the Pope objected to the size of
Neptune’s genitals and ordered Giambologna to make them less prominent. Grudgingly,
Giambologna obliged, but in order to get back at the Pope, he changed the position of
Neptune’s left arm so that the thumb and index finger are outstretched. The result is
that if you stand behind Neptune on a sunny day, the arm produces a long, phallic
shadow that seems to suggest Neptune is, ahem, excited.
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Standing at the Fountain of Neptune and facing the large square, walk directly to the right
of the fountain and follow the stairs up to the entrance to the Salaborsa public library.
	
  

3. Salaborsa and Memorial to the Resistance
To the left of the entrance to the library you will
find Bologna’s Memorial to the Resistance in
honor of “The Fallen from the Resistance for the
Liberty and Justice, the Honor and
Independence, of the Homeland.” The
monument was dedicated in 1961 “To the
children, women, and men of every race and
nationality whom the Nazi brutality killed in
externment camps.” Bologna was a major site of
the Italian Resistance from Sept. 8, 1943 to April
25, 1945. The memorial includes names and
images of Bolognese men and women who were
killed during the effort, as well as historical
information about the Bolognese partisan
brigades. The bottom of the central panel also
shows photographs of partisan fighters liberating Bologna in 1945. In all, Bologna produced
14,425 partisan fighters, 2,212 of whom were women. Of those, 2,059 were killed, 945
injured, and 6,543 arrested. About 2,350 were executed by firing squad in retaliation for their
participation in the Resistance. Many other civilians were killed when Bologna sustained
extensive damage from Allied bombing campaigns. As an important industrial area where
trains and other machinery were built, the Allied forces targeted it on multiple occasions.
Next, go inside the Salaborsa, a public library and multi-media center that opened in
2001. Head straight through the circular entryway and stop in the main atrium with the
painted ceilings.
	
  
The name “Salaborsa” refers to the borsa, or financial exchange market, that was once held
here. Today, the building is used to preserve the city’s cultural heritage. Its beautiful atrium
full of natural light and painted ceiling motifs make the café a popular spot where local
professionals sometimes stop for an afternoon coffee. If you walk toward the middle of the
atrium and look down, you will see that the floor is clear; beneath it you can see a Roman
excavation site. Visitors are able to walk around this site free of charge. As you turn back and
face the exit, there are stairs and an elevator on your right that go down to the basement
level. At the bottom of the stairs turn right to reach the entrance to the Archeological
Excavations (Scavi Archeologici). Once you go inside the archeological site you will find
information plaques in Italian and English.
Hours: Tuesday to Friday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Saturday 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.; some Sundays 3
p.m. to 7 p.m. Price: Free.
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4. Piazza Maggiore and City Hall (Palazzo d’Accursio)
This drawing of Piazza Maggiore from
1658 shows it being used as a space for
public pageantry during the Festa di
Porchetta (Festival of Pork). The nobles
watched the spectacle from the palace
windows. The image hangs in the
museum bookstore on the second floor.
As you exit Salaborsa, the large
square before you is known as
Piazza Maggiore (Main
Square). It was built over a grassy
field in order to gather the city’s
activities: commerce, trade, and
local governance. To your right is
Palazzo D’Accursio, the city’s town hall and home of the City Art Collection. The oldest
part of the building became city property in 1287. It was refurbished in the 17th and 18th
centuries.
Once you enter the palazzo’s courtyard, head back to the right and you will find a large
open ramp with raised curbs acting as steps. Continue up the stairs to the first floor.
	
  
The first room in front of you is Hercules’ Hall (Sala d’Ercole), named for the giant
bronzed terracotta sculpture of “Hercules Killing the Hydra” (“Ercole che Uccide l’Idra) by
Alfonso Lombardi, 1519, against the back wall. Today this room is used as a free public art
space where exhibits of both modern and classical works are held. The City Council
Chambers (Sala del Consiglio Comunale, formerly the Senate Gallery, or Galleria del
Senato) is located to the right of the Hercules statue. The walls and ceiling were frescoed in
1676 by Angelo Michele Colonna and his apprentice Giocchino Pizzoli. The works are
celebrated as an example of the Baroque quadratura, a decorative style famously associated
with the Bologna School in which the artists used perspective to create illusory views and
landscapes. On one wall is the town coat of arms supported by the virtues of Concord and
Loyalty, which are coupled with symbols of local and papal power. The central vault depicts
figures from classical mythology as allegories of Bologna.
Exit Hercules Hall and turn right. At the end of the hall on the left is another set of
quasi-stairs. Continue up them to the second floor.
	
  
The incredibly decorated ceremonial hall in which you find yourself is called “Farnese
Hall” (Sala Farnese) after one of Italy’s most famous noble families. The frescoes depict
the glorious times of Papal rule over the town. At the back of the hall is a marble statue of
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Pope Paul III Farnese, which sits between two large windows with beautiful views of Piazza
Maggiore.
On the right side of the hall is a doorway to the Farnese Chapel (Cappella Farnese), one
of the city’s major ceremonial sites. It was built in the 15th Century by architect Aristotle
Fioravanti and frescoed in 1562. The most recent restoration took place in 1992. On the
back left side of the hall is the entrance to the Collezioni Comunali d’Arte, a municipal art
museum founded in 1936 in the former chambers of the papal legate. The museum ticket
office and bookstore are across from the entrance on the right.
Exit Palazzo D’Accursio. The Whispering Walls will be straight ahead and Basilica San
Petronio will be to your right.
	
  

Bologna Secret 2: the Whispering Walls. Directly in front of you is Palazzo

del Podestà. In the center of the covered walkway through the palazzo you will find
an intersection of two arches forming four corners, each of which is decorated
with statutes. If you go to one corner and have a friend go to the opposite diagonal
corner, then whisper into the wall crevice, you can hear one another as the sound
travels up and over the arch.

5. Basilica di San Petronio

It sometimes seems that every Italian city has at least two main churches — a medieval
basilica and a Baroque church — and that as a national past time, each city identifies
something special or unique about its particular churches. Bologna has an astonishing
number of colossal churches for a city its size, but the most famous is the Basilica di San
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Petronio, which dominates Piazza Maggiore. It was built in honor of Bologna’s patron saint,
Petronius, with the main the construction lasting from about 1390 to 1479.
One of the most striking things about the Basilica is its unfinished façade. Basilica di San
Petronio was originally undertaken as a civic project, not a church construction, to
demonstrate Bologna’s municipal power. Work began on the church’s elaborate marble
facade in 1514 to rival Saint Peter’s in Rome, but when the Pope learned of the project he
used his papal power to stop its funding source. This brought construction to a halt about
1/3 of the way through. Despite several other attempts to finish the façade, it remains
incomplete to this day. The basilica was finally turned over to the diocese in 1929 and
consecrated in 1954. In 2000, the relics of San Petronio were moved there from Santo
Stefano (stop 8 on the tour).
Inside the Basilica, you will find a main altar and choral area surrounded by 22 smaller
chapels. Bologna was a center of Baroque music in Italy, and San Petronio in particular was
famous for its choral and instrumental music. The basilica has two organs, completed in
1476 and 1596, that are still played today. The basilica library also houses a large music
archive.
Visible on the ground to your left is a Meridian line that was laid into the floor as a sundial
in 1655. Famed University of Bologna astronomy professor Giovanni Domenico Cassini
calculated and designed the sundial, which thanks to its unusual length was uniquely precise
for its time.
Another fascinating area that is easy to overlook is the Basilica Museum, located all the
way in the back of the church on the left side. The museum includes models and renderings
of the Basilica, precious church objects, and incredibly decorated manuscripts in glass cases.
On the back right, behind the altar, you will find a Pieta by Amico Aspertini, a leader in the
16th Century of the Bolognese School of painting.
Hours: Every day 7:45 a.m. to 2 p.m., 3 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Mass is celebrated weekdays from
8 a.m. to 11 a.m. and Saturday at 5 p.m. On holidays there is Mass at 8 a.m., 9 a.m., 11:30
a.m., and 6 p.m. Price: Free. Optional 2 euros to visit the Forbidden Chapel.

After you exit Basilica di San Petronio, take an immediate right and continue across the
piazza and onto Via Clavature, the street leading away from the piazza. About half a
block down on your left is the Santuario di Santa Maria della Vita.
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6. Santuario di Santa Maria della Vita (Saint Maria of Life)
Santuario di Santa Maria della Vita is a
beautiful Baroque church that is
maintained by a private museum group as
part of a cultural series called Genus
Bononiae. It was originally founded in the
13th Century by a congregation of
Flagallati who practiced self-flagellation
and other extreme discipline. They built a
church and a hospital in 1287 that they
called “Saint Maria of Life.” The church
was rebuilt in about 1690; Giuseppe
Tubertini’s lovely dome was added in
1787. Part of the church now serves as a
museum for art and other objects
surrounding health and healing; the old
hospital was located across the street from
the church.
To the right of the altar, which depicts
Madonna of Life, is a terracotta
masterpiece called Compianto sul Cristo
(Lamentation of Christ) by Niccolò
dell’Arca. Niccolò began working on the
figures in 1463. His Compianto shows Joseph, Mary Salome, the Virgin Mary, Saint John,
Mary of Cleophas, and Mary Magdalene standing around Jesus’ body in mourning. The
realistic distress visible on the figures’ faces has led many to believe that Niccolò modeled
his work on the actual suffering of hospital patients. Pilgrims visited the Compianto to pray
for the sick and dying. Their donations during Easter time funded the hospital and sanctuary
upkeep throughout the following year.
On the left side of the church is a doorway leading to the hospital museum. Upstairs is the
Oratorio, which hosts yet another terracotta masterpiece: the Transito della Vergine
(Passage of the Virgins) by Alfonso Lombardi (1519-1522). The 15 statues are just a little
bit larger than real-life figures and represent a dramatic episode from the Funeral of the
Virgins in Jacobus de Voragine’s “Legenda Aurea.”
Turn right as you exit Santa Maria and walk back toward Piazza Maggiore. Take the first
left onto Via Archiginnasio, before you reach San Petronio. Walk straight ahead down
Via Archiginnasio, with San Petronio on your right side, until you reach the end of the
basilica. There, on your left, will be the entrance to the Palazzo dell’Archiginnasio. Go
inside to the courtyard.
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7. Teatro Anatomico/ Biblioteca Comunale dell’Archiginnasio
Palazzo dell’Archiginnasio
was the seat of the University
of Bologna from the 1500s
up until 1803. Founded in
1088, the University of
Bologna is the oldest
university in Europe; it is also
the world’s oldest university
still in operation. The walls
and ceilings of the halls
surrounding the palazzo’s
courtyard are beautifully
decorated with inscriptions
and monuments to the
university’s teachers. You will
also find thousands of coats
of arms and names of students.
Take the stairs on your left up to the first floor. Directly ahead of you will be Civic Library,
which was been housed here since 1838. The library includes study rooms open to the
public, which you can visit if you leave your bag in a locker and present an ID (un documento)
to the clerk at the study hall entrance. However, most visitors come for the Sala dello
Stabat Mater, the original hall of judges, and the wooden Anatomical Theatre, built in
1637 for anatomy lessons. These are both also located on the first floor. In the theatre, a
technician would dissect a cadaver on the viewing table in the middle of the room while the
professor stood at the lectern on the far side explaining what the students were seeing. The
professor would use the famous Spellati (“Skinless”) statutes by Erole Lelli, located on
either side of the lectern, to facilitate his lesson. There are excellent descriptions in English
of all the art and monuments in the Palazzo dell’Archiginnasio.
Hours: Monday-Wednesday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sunday and
holidays 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Price: 3 euros.
Exit the Archiginnasio and turn left. Continue past the designer clothing stores until you
reach the first major street, Via Luigi Farini, and turn left (do not cross the street). Keep
walking until you reach a nice square called Piazza Minghetti with several beautiful
buildings and tall trees. This is nice place for lunch or a coffee.
Cut through Piazza Minghetti and turn left onto Via Castiglione. You will know you’re in
the right place because the Museum of the History of Bologna (Museo di Storia di
Bologna, or MSB) will be directly in front of you.
From Via Castiglione, take the first right onto Via Sampieri, and then the next right onto
Via Santo Stefano. The Santo Stefano complex will be directly in front of you.
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8. Complesso di Santo Stefano (Santo Stefano Complex)
Santo Stefano was
a building
complex
spearheaded by
Bishop (now
Saint) Petronio in
the late 5th
Century. It was
reportedly built
over a temple to
Isis, and there is
evidence that it
was meant to be a
reproduction of
the Holy
Sepulchre of
th
th
Jerusalem. The complex was further developed between the 5 and 8 centuries.
Upon entering, the first building, the Crocifisso, hosts a crypt from 1019 and precious
works of art. The second, round church (Calvario) is where San Petronio’s remains were
originally kept. It still houses a reproduction of Christ’s tomb. The third church (Agricola)
contains the ancient graves of Saint Vitale and Saint Agricola. As you move through the
complex you will encounter various styles inspired by Roman and Byzantine buildings. The
complex also has a courtyard, called Pilato’s Courtyard, another church called the Trinità
church, and a Benedictine cloister. A museum hosts paintings, sculptures, and other pieces
of art.
Go back around to the front of Santo Stefano and walk back the way you came. On your
right will be a shopping ally called Corte Isolani. This is the site of another legend.
Bologna Secret 3: The Three Arrows of Casa Isolani. According to this

legend a very rich Bolognese lord had a beautiful but unfaithful wife. The
nobleman hired three assassins armed with bows and arrows to murder her.
However, when the assassins reached the wife, she appeared before them completely
naked. They were so distracted they missed their shots and fired into the ceiling of the
portico instead. If you look up, you can still see the arrows in the ceiling today.

Continue through Corte Isolani and turn left onto Strada Maggiore. Walk down Strada
Maggiore until you reach the piazza with the two towers, called Piazza della Mercanza.
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9. Due Torre and Statua di S. Petronio
Left: a rendering of Bologna’s
skyline during the Middle
Ages.
During Medieval times,
the Bologna landscape
was dominated by up to
180 towers built by
noble families to defend
themselves against
foreign invasions and
assert their own power
and dominance within the region. About 20 towers still exist as restaurants and B&Bs, but
the city’s two most famous towers are the Two Towers (Due Torri) of Asinelli and
Garisenda just 5 minutes east of Piazza Maggiore, at the end of Via Vittorio.
In front of the towers is the Statua di S. Petronio
(Statue of San Petronius), patron saint of Bologna.
Not much is really known about San Petronio except
that he undertook an effort rebuild the city in the 5th
Century, starting with Santo Stefano. The plaque on his
statue discusses how the square was at the intersection
of the city’s most important streets, strategically located
near a Roman road called the Aemilian Way, and was
therefore host to numerous banking and financial
activities.
After you’ve admired San Petronio, you can climb to
the top of the larger tower (Torre Asinelli) for a
panoramic view of the city. Enter the door around the
back and pay 3 euros (cash only) to look down on
many of the places you have just visited. The towers
are believed to have been built between 1109 and 1119.
While Torre Garisenda might appear to be the poor
cousin of the two, it was memorialized via several citations in Dante’s Divine Comedy. There is
also a beautiful shop in the base of Asinelli featuring handmade jewelry, ceramics, and other
local products. Hours: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the summer; 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the winter. Price: 3
euros, cash only.
Bologna Secret 4: Legends of the Two Towers. Several legends surround
the two towers, the most famous being that there is a broken vase sitting at the
top of Asinelli. A legend more popular among locals is that many university
students refuse to climb the tower because anyone who reaches the top before
graduation is reportedly doomed never to finish his or her degree. A third legend claims
that the owners of the two towers were competing for the love of the same woman, and
that whoever built his tower higher — thus proving his family line to be the stronger
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one — would win her hand in marriage. Finally, if you look up at the street sign for
Strada Maggiore located adjacent and slightly right of the entrance to Asinelli, you will
notice an iron hand just above the sign. This hand dates back to the Roman Empire
and pointed the way to Rome.

From the Due Torre, locate Via Zamboni. (The entrance to the towers faces Strada
Maggiore. Around the opposite side of the towers, Via Zamboni goes north alongside
the gelateria – aka ice cream shop.) Via Zamboni is one of the university’s main streets.
Heading north you will pass several bars and restaurants, and then you will start seeing
university buildings beginning with the Law Faculty (Facoltà di Giurisprudenza) at
Via Zamboni, 22, on your left. The public is free to enter the law school courtyard and
look around the building to get a sense of the lecture halls currently in use. Continue
down Via Zamboni about 5 minutes, past the large church on your right, until you
encounter a large square.
	
  

10.University and Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna
Left: The Aula Magna, photo courtesy of the Biblioteca
Universitaria di Bologna (photography not permitted
inside).
You are now standing in the university’s main
square, Piazza Verdi. The piazza has long been a
site of student activity and counter culture; on
weekend nights the area is full of revelers spilling
out of the bars located to your right. This area
sometimes attracts a seedy element at night. To
the left you will see Bologna’s City Theater
(Teatro Comunale di Bologna), which the
public can sometimes peak into. The theater
hosts Bologna’s symphony, ballet, and opera
companies from September to May. Continue past Piazza Verdi and you will several more
university buildings, including the University Bookstore on the left.
Continue down Via Zamboni until you reach Via Zamboni, 33, on the right.
	
  
This is Palazzo Poggi, the current seat of the university since it relocated from the
Archiginnasio in 1803. The palazzo is home to several university departments, as well as a
Museum of Science and Art. The public is free to walk in and take a look around; the
museum entrance is upstairs on the right.
The building has a second entrance at Via Zamboni 35, where you will find the entrance to
the Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna, the university’s main library. Ring the buzzer and
ask the person at the front desk if you can tour the old library, explaining that in particular
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you would like to visit the Aula Magna. You cannot visit the library by yourself, but the
clerks will call a librarian to take you around upstairs and show you the rooms and
collections.
The highlight of the Biblioteca is the Aula Magna, which opened in 1756 as the original
library of the Institute of Sciences and served as Bologna’s first public library. It was a gift
from Pope Benedict XIV, a Bolognese who personally chose the design of a rectangular plan
surrounded by four large columns embellished with corinthian capitals. The shelving is 18th
Century walnut, and on the upper level surrounding the Aula Magna is a series of terracotta
busts of thinkers and writers from antiquity. The books in the shelves under each bust relate
to the individual depicted. In all, the room holds about 50,000 texts from the 16th to 18th
centuries on arts and the humanities, including 25,000 volumes that comprised the Pope’s
personal collection. From 1803 to 1930, the Aula Magna served as the university’s Assembly
Hall. It was open to students for study until the 1990s, when a new study room opened in
the adjacent Palazzo Poggi. Now the Aula Magna is used for meetings, conferences,
concerts, and other exhibitions.
Library hours: Full public access Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9 a.m. to noon and 3 p.m. to
6 p.m. Limited public access Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday morning. For best
results, book a guided tour by emailing pasti@bub.unibo.it and specifying 1) who the visit is
for, 2) the number of visitors (max 25), and 3) the visitors’ particular areas of interest.
Price: Free.
Exit the Biblioteca and turn left onto Via Zamboni. Continue back toward Piazza Verdi
and walk past it. Take the first right onto Via Marsala. Continue for several blocks until
you reach Via Piella, and turn right. Walk about two more blocks.

11. Canals and Ancient Markets
Bologna Secret 5: The Canals. Bologna has
an extensive canal system that was built during
the 12th and 13th centuries to connect the city to
the Po River. Most of the canals today run
underground, but you can still see them in several
parts of the city. Windows located next to Trattoria dal
Biassanot, located at Via Piella, 16, provide views on
both sides of the street.

Turn left onto Via Bertiera and then take the first
right onto Via Oberdan. This is a nice street that
will take you directly to Via Rizzoli, the major
street that connects Piazza Maggiore and the Two
Towers. Cross Via Rizzoli and continue straight
into Bologna’s ancient market streets.
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The tour ends here at the old markets in the Quadrilatero district, which has been a market
since medieval times. The stalls and storefronts still offer fresh fish, fruits and vegetables,
meats and cheese, wine, and other specialty items. Now is the time wander around on your
own, get lost — and enjoy an aperitivo, a pre-dinner drink that usually comes with something
to snack on.
Thanks for reading, and I hope you’ve enjoyed my Self-Guided Tour of Bologna!
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